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- design and render 3D scenes - find and record light sources and image capture - build cross-polarisation filters - view and analyse ray trajectories - select filters and render scenes - convert formats - save images in many formats - undo / redo - view scenes through virtual glasses - use 'anaglyph' 3D - import 3D models - display a pop-up balloon when a ray hits a screen surface - select
elements from a list and their properties - integrate animation (transitions) - clone elements - generate combinations of elements - allow real-time selection of screens - export scenes and use them in other applications - export images in many formats -... more... e(x)pals is an advanced program to make two dimensional images (e.g. images of characters in games) into three dimensional
stereoscopic images (e.g. in real glasses). e(x)pals also is available for movies (e.g. for character recognition). Scenes can be created either by using still pictures, or by choosing three still pictures, in which you can define positions of the eyes of your characters. e(x)pals can handle 3D screens, which can be displayed on your computer as well as in stereo 3D goggles. The source code is
available for free and does not need any additional software. Thanks to the support of the reader of this website, we have developed e(x)pals for Android devices. The programmer can configure e(x)pals by using his own program (e.g. to recognize characters). The program is able to produce pictures of 3D screens in a number of file formats. Thus, e(x)pals makes it possible for the reader of
this website to download his images. e(x)pals Description: - develop programs for Android - use 3D screens in stereoscopic 3D goggles - save pictures in a number of file formats - generate 3D screens from still pictures - show 3D screens in a pop-up balloon - create 3D screens from animations - export programs for other users -.. more... Accutrator is a free viewer for 3D images. You can
choose between anaglyph (red/cyan), as well as polarized glasses. With Accutrator you can: - change the
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Dr TIM is a 3D stereo viewing application written in Java. It allows you to view stereograms in anaglyph mode, which can be used to view 2D stereoscopic images, or "floating-plane" mode which allows 2D images to be used as stereoscopic images. Anaglyph mode is more suitable for viewing pictures. If you use this software and do not pay for Dr TIM, you are entitled to one free upgrade.
Each upgrade is linked to the fact that you purchased a license and that you are connected to a MYPFIB. Without this, there is no way to detect if you are the real owner of Dr TIM, which may allow free users to access proprietary features of Dr TIM. To purchase a license, please visit our web site: IMPORTANT: To use Dr TIM you need to install the following Java software: - Java 2
Runtime Environment (JRE) version 5.0 or later - Java 2 SDK (J2SE version 1.4 or later) You can download these from Dr TIM is able to create stereograms from any 2D image. Simply select the two images that you want to create a stereogram with and Dr TIM will do the rest. You can choose the interocular distance, the size of the image (if the original was not square) and the density of
the 2D images (if your images are not square). Dr TIM comes with a sample file, simple.eps, that is ready to render. Simply select the "Stereo Viewer" button in the menu bar and the program will render this sample. You can also create new stereograms by specifying the number of rays, the medium that the rays traverse and the number of interocular-distance divisions. The stereogram can
then be viewed by using a stereographic pair of lenses or a red-and-blue filter pair. If you want to purchase Dr TIM, you can do so using the "MyPFIB" button. The price is 25.00€ and the download is totally free. This will create a license file (see for more information). You can now enjoy the freedom of having Dr TIM under your control and use any features you like! If you are the real
owner of Dr TIM, you will be able to register it with your MY 81e310abbf
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Dr TIM is an application developed by Bojan Marinkovic, with the aim to give you the freedom of visualising ray trajectories in your scenes and combining multiple elements, which can be added to your scenes. Dr TIM supports the anaglyph 3D mode, and you can easily add ray tracing to your scenes. Dr TIM uses the open source library of Java 3D. It can render both stereo and anaglyph
3D scenes, and uses the free software of Java3D. It requires Java 1.5 or higher. Dr TIM is compatible with various video cards. It works for both Intel and NVIDIA graphics cards. It also supports stereoscopy using Intel's OpenMax technology. Its primary target audience are students, but it can also be used by anybody who is interested in 3D graphics and physics. Dr TIM Features: Dr TIM in
the News: Nov-2005 - FURthere is a new version available here. Oct-2005 - IEEE Xplore News Article Oct-2005 - From here, scroll down to the bottom of the article and click on [Download] and run the installer. Oct-2005 - Forum.X3dinfo.com Blog Post Oct-2005 - Dr TIM is a new presentation tool from Bojan Marinkovic. Dr TIM is a tool for any self interested 3D artist or anybody
who is interested in 3D graphics and physics. For now it's developed for Intel platform only. Oct-2005 - Bojan Marinkovic sent me a new version of Dr TIM. I've made some changes and tests. Sep-2005 - Bojan Marinkovic sent me Dr TIM 0.9.1 beta version. Jun-2005 - Bojan Marinkovic sent me Dr TIM 0.8.3. This new version has improved rendering. Apr-2005 - Bojan Marinkovic sent
me Dr TIM 0.8.2. This new version fixes a bug with NVIDIA's 2D acceleration. Apr-2005 - Bojan Marinkovic sent me Dr TIM 0.8.1. This new version fixes a bug with the rendering of shadows. Feb-2005 - Bojan Marinkovic sent me Dr TIM 0.8.0. This new version works with the new drivers of Intel. Nov-2004 - Dr TIM is a new application from Bojan Marinkovic. Dr TIM is a

What's New In Dr TIM?
Dr TIM provides you with an easy to use application built in Java that can render 3D scenes and view them in anaglyph 3D mode. Initially designed to simulate optical components, Dr TIM can calculate stereograms and render new scenes. It allows you to visualise ray trajectories, combine elements and view the result in 3D. This project has been developed by the TAU Group for public
agencies including the : Office National de l'Education des Adultes, Agency for the Evaluation of University Education, and ACENOR, Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports. The aim is to evaluate student learning through the use of assessment methods designed for a web environment. To this end a Microsoft Silverlight application has been developed to allow students to access tools
and learning aids. Web-based ODL Student Tool (WOTS) is a web-based ODL Student Tool. It helps students to support their studies by learning the ODL methodology. WOTS is the first released version, and is under active development. EURASIA CD Reader System is the platform for next generation digital publishing to customers in the EU area. The EURASIA CD Reader System is a
set of component components designed to enable digital publishing. The components include: PDF and PSP component, WYSIWYG HTML Editor, Image Conversion Utility and a Content Management System. The EURASIA CD Reader System component suite is a software platform intended to enable the creation of digital publications with the best possible customer experience. It
should be possible for everyone to use the component suite to create a new digital publishing solution for any kind of web-based content. Adidas Publisher is a graphic design tool for web publishing. It includes all of the necessary tools to create web based publications. The tool allows users to design simple page layouts and publish them in Flash. Adidas Publisher is based on Adobe Flex.
Web Accessible ODL Student Tool (WAOTS) is a web-based ODL Student Tool. It helps students to support their studies by learning the ODL methodology. WAOTS is the first released version, and is under active development. The Eurasia in Europe CD Reader System is a platform for next generation digital publishing to customers in the EU area. The Eurasia CD Reader System is a set
of component components designed to enable digital publishing. The components include: PDF and PSP component, WYSIWYG HTML Editor, Image Conversion Utility and a Content Management System. The EurAsia eBooks Reader is the platform for next generation digital publishing to customers in the EU area. The EurAsia eBooks Reader is a set of component components designed
to enable digital publishing. The components include: PDF and PSP component, WYSIWYG HTML Editor, Image Conversion Utility and a Content Management System. Ad
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System Requirements:
Episode Guide: "Never Tell Me The Odds" - Ep.1 4:30pm – 6:00pm Pacific, 8:30pm – 10:00pm Eastern "Never Tell Me The Odds" is an ensemble dramedy set in a world where anyone, given the right information, can predict the future. We'll learn that the universe is a weird place and that almost anything can happen. We'll learn that it's a terrible idea to interfere with destiny, but it's better
to allow
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